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INTEGRA TECHNOLOGIES REACH STATEMENT

Integra Technologies supports EU Regulation number 1907/2006 concerning the Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) as these apply to Integra semiconductor products, development tools and product or shipping packaging.

In support of the REACH regulation, Integra will:

- Inform customers/ recipients of Integra product that contain any substances that are of very high concern (SVHC) per the European Chemical Agency (ECHA) website.
- Notify ECHA if any Integra product that contains any SVHCs that exceed guidelines for REACH chemicals by weight per part number and for total content weight per year for all products produced in or imported to the European market.
- Cease shipments of product containing REACH Annex XIV substances until authorizations have been obtained.
- Cease shipment of product containing REACH Annex XVII chemicals when restrictions apply.

Integra has evaluated its materials, BOMs and product specifications and product and has determined it conforms to all REACH and SVHC regulations and guidelines. Integra has implemented actions and control programs that will assure continued compliance.
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